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Dear Clients, 
 
 
The HFS/Toyon HCRIS website has been updated with the 4th Quarter data released by CMS on 
1/21/2015.  6,588 2552-10 and 103 2552-96 reports were added.  The site has processed this data and it can 
be viewed in the Snap Shot Reports, extracted through the Advanced Search and Extract and the .mcrx and 
.pdf reports (for 2552-10 reports only) have been made available.  
 
  
Advanced Search and Extract - Sorting was reconfigured.  When sorting reports by FYB the entire date is 
taken into account, not just the month. (D001-00-009569) 
  
Advanced Search and Extract - The default dates were changed from 5/1/2011 - 4/30/2012 to 5/1/2013 - 
4/30/2014 to remain current with the new data released. (D001-00-009583) 
  
Advanced Search and Extract - For the 2552-96 the NPR Predefined Request was not populating the Custom 
Data Extractor. This is now fixed. (D001-00-009741) 
  
Advanced Search and Extract - Fixed Errors occurring during processing which resulted in no extract created. 
(D001-00-009947, D001-00-009979, D001-00-009982) 
 
Advanced Search and Extract | Custom Data Extractor - Added the ability to import and export a .csdx file 
(the file format used to store specifications for the HFS MCRIF32 Data Extractor feature). (D 001-00-006920) 
   
Advanced Search and Extract | Custom Data Extractor - Corrected an issue with the 2552-10 specifications 
not allowing the selection of some worksheet components.  (D001-00-009194) 
  
Advanced Search and Extract | Custom Data Extractor - When switching between 2552-10 and 2552-96 
specifications the data will no longer shift over to the right. (D001-00-009539) 
  
Advanced Search and Extract | Custom Data Extractor - Worksheet identifiers were off when referencing the 
Home Health Agencies.  This has been fixed. (D001-00-009576) 
  
Advanced Search and Extract | Custom Data Extractor - Improved custom data extract specifications to 
handle worksheet with no program and component better. (D001-00--009580) 
  
Advanced Search and Extract | Custom Data Extractor - Fixed an issue with incomplete extracts of 2552-96 
data. (D001-00-009879) 
  
Advanced Search and Extract | Custom Data Extractor - Fixed an issue with selecting Worksheet A-8-3 and 
the Part (PT, RT, OT or SP) not saving.  (D001-00-009990) 
  
Advanced Search and Extract | Search - Fixed an issue where all proper results were not being returned. 
(D001-00-009907) 
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Advanced Search and Extract | Search - When the user selected the "Most Recent" status that version was 
not always returned.  This has been fixed. (D001-00-009989) 
  
General - Added the CMS webpage link to the HCRIS webpage so users can see when cost report data is 
available.  This can be found under Support | Useful Links. (D001-00-009517) 
  
General - Left side task pane added Tools heading/title. (D001-00-009751) 
  
General - Log In was occasionally not working, this has been fixed. (D001-00-009946) 
  
Multi Facility Comparison | Balance Sheet - Corrected description from "handin" to "hand in". (D001-00-
009783) 
   
My Provider List - While updating the website, the ability to add a provider or add multiple providers coding 
was incorrectly loaded to the server.  This was corrected and adding providers is no longer an issue. (D001-
00-009577) 
  
My Provider List - Can now have more than one provider list. Previously, when switching between the 
provider lists, sometimes a provider list would get stuck and the others were not able to be selected. This 
has been fixed. (D001-00-009587) 
  
My Provider List - When adding a single provider, the second option is to enter in the provider 
number.  When entering in the beginning numbers, results will be shown based on what the user has stared 
typing into the text box.  The user can select these choices. (D001-00-009588) 
  
My Provider List - Fixed when changing which provider should be the primary provider, sometimes it would 
freeze the website.  This has been fixed. (D001-00-009591) 
  
My Provider List - Users wanted the ability to be able to share their My Provider lists.  Created an export to a 
.csv button to allow for sharing of the My Provider lists. (D001-00-009599) 
  
My Provider Comparison - Reports were showing us unavailable when they were available.  The links are 
working now and show the appropriate Available/Unavailable message. (D001-00-009603) 
  
My Provider Multi Facility Comparisons - Fixed issue of not showing data for the comparison providers.  This 
was an issue with us switching from http to https. (D001-00-009774) 
 
My Recent Reports - Under Account | My Recent Reports we listed the user's recent extracts. We have now 
extended the number of extracts that will be shown.  (D001-00-009145) 
                
Provider Map - Corrected the viewing of the Provider Map from our website link. (D001-00-009442)  
  
Snap Shot Reports - When a report showed a Low/No notification for a particular year, the Low/No 
notification was getting stuck when the year was switched to a year that was not considered Low/No. This 
has been fixed. (D001-00-009597) 
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Snap Shot Reports | DSH Overview - Data was shifted down one line.  This has been fixed and the data now 
corresponds to the line description. (D001-00-009949) 
  
Snap Shot Reports | Multi Year Comparisons - Did not display correctly if the provider was included in 
multiple My Provider lists.  This is allowed and the reports have been fixed to handle this. (D001-00-010033) 
  
Snap Shot Reports | SCH\MDH Report - Changed description and source for payments.  Description is now 
"Payments; DRG, Outlier, IME, DSH, Uncompensated Care and ESRD" and the source is E, Part A, Line 47. 
(D001-00-009773) 
 
 


